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[Introduction]

Mathematical Platonism is the philosophical conception saying that the essentially 
immaterial mathematical entities and their relations exist objectively, i.e. 
independently from human thought.

By extension, scientific Platonism says that the phenomena we can directly formalize 
by mathematics – i.e.  the research field of  physics  – are governed by entities 
belonging to this immaterial, immutable, eternal, and objectively existing 
mathematical world.

Now, before beginning, there is something to clarify. Scientific Platonism as such, of 
course, is a metaphysical theory. So, how could I defend scientific Platonism without 
metaphysical presuppositions?

In fact, there is an important principle which is too often forgotten: any possible 
negation of a metaphysical theory is in turn a metaphysical theory.

Indeed, by definition, a metaphysical theory can neither be proved, nor be refuted. 
So, it is the same for the possible negations of the theory in question. 

Subsequently, as well as Platonism, its negations are metaphysical theories. Or, in 
other words, negations of Platonism are neither more nor less “scientific” than 
Platonism itself. 

So, in order to defend scientific Platonism, we can compare it to its in turn 
metaphysical negations. This comparison can and must be carried out under criteria 
currently used by philosophy of science, without metaphysical presuppositions.

An approach more elaborated than this short presentation would explicitly ask 
questions like

 How many hypotheses are required by the considered theory to become – and
to remain – consistent?

 Are these hypotheses derived from well consolidated scientific facts?

 Or, are these hypotheses derived from scientifically uncertain bases?



 Does the considered theory need ad-hoc-hypotheses, i.e. hypotheses 
especially tailored in order to make the theory in question consistent?

 What about the degree of complexity characterizing the hypotheses required 
by the considered theory?

 And what about the degree of complexity characterizing the considered 
competing theories themselves?

Here, in a more implicit way, but on the same basis, I hope to be able to show, that 
scientific Platonism, despite its own philosophical difficulties I do not deny, is much 
more convincing than its competing theories whose perhaps “tacitly accepted” but in 
fact really farfetched foundations cannot resist against an intellectually honest 
approach.

Now, in a first time, we have to compare mathematical Platonism to its competing 
theories. Indeed, for scientific Platonism to be convincing, mathematical Platonism 
previously must be elucidated.

[1. Mathematical Platonism v/s its competing approaches]

[1.1 the great misunderstanding about David Hilbert]

The controversies turning around mathematical Platonism can be easily introduced 
by what I call the great misunderstanding about David Hilbert.    

There is a very widely held opinion saying that “mathematics is an assemblage of 
meaningless signs, combined according to arbitrary rules” and so on.

This conception is abusively attributed to the great German mathematician David 
Hilbert.

In fact, the approach of Hilbert is essentially different.
For a reason to which we will come back in a few moments, Hilbert starts by the 
distinction between formal systems and formalized systems.

Simplifying a bit, a formal system indeed is an arbitrary, meaningless thing. To 
construct a formal system, we need an “alphabet” comprising meaningless signs, 
arbitrary assembling rules for these signs, and in turn arbitrary deduction rules 
transforming any combination of signs into another one.

Now, if we consider certain correctly written combinations of signs as   “axioms”, then
every combination of signs correctly deduced from the axioms is a “theorem” of this 
formal system.

Within a formal system, the proof of a theorem is mechanical.



A formalized system is another thing. According to Hilbert, a given mathematical 
system MS is formalized by a formal system FS if and only if there is a one-to-one 
relation between the items of FS and MS.

This one-to-one relation is called “formalization.”

According to Hilbert, we have to do as if given mathematical systems MS were formal
systems FS in order to consolidate these mathematical systems in question, while 
better understanding what me mean by a mathematical proof. 

To do as if a given mathematical system MS was a formal system FS, we must prove
that there is a formal system FS formalizing MS. If this is the case, the mechanical 
aspect of any proof within FS consolidates the corresponding theorems within the 
given mathematical system to be formalized.

The actual possibility of formalizing a given mathematical system is another story. As 
everyone knows it, Gödel's second theorem is complicating the things. But, without 
deepening this point here, just recall that Gödel himself was a convinced Platonist. 
So Gödel's second theorem is not a problem for Platonism. 

Here, above all, let us retain that for David Hilbert, any mathematical edifice is given. 

Now, there are two good questions:
The first question is: How, in which manner are mathematical systems given? 
And the second question is:  Considering explicitly mathematical edifices as given, is 
Hilbert himself a Platonist?

The first question is the challenge of the present communication. So, we will tackle 
this point progressively.

Concerning the second question, it is not so sure that the answer is yes. 

Paul Bernays, a very close collaborator of Hilbert, qualifies the latter as a Platonist, 
but he uses the term “Platonism” in a wide and also thin-blooded sense. In fact, 
Hilbert never deepened his philosophical conceptions.

Anyway, the Platonist conception of a given eternal and immaterial mathematical 
world existing once and for all independently from human thought, must now be 
confronted to its competing approaches.

Among these competing approaches of mathematical Platonism, we can find:

 The conception persisting after all in the idea that mathematical edifices are 
combinations of meaningless signs assembled according to arbitrary rules and
so on. This conception which continues to be abusively attributed to Hilbert, 
often is called “formalism”, although Hilbert never  evoked this term.



 The conception that mathematics is “constructed” by humans on the basis of 
some few irreducible foundations which are given. The Dutch mathematician 
Brouwer calls this conception “intuitionism”. Today, simplifying a bit, 
“intuitionism” is considered as a special case of “constructivism.”

A third conception, very fashionable at this moment, says that mathematics is merely 
an idealized generalization of what we observe through physical phenomena. This 
conception is labeled “naturalism.”

First, let us compare the scientific credibility of “formalism” and “constructivism” to the
credibility of mathematical Platonism. 

Concerning “naturalism”, we will come back to this subject after having approached 
the relations between mathematics and physics.

 [1.2 Mathematical Platonism v/s formalism]

The probably most virulent defenders of “formalism”, a French group of 
mathematicians working and publishing under the collective pseudonym Nicolas 
Bourbaki recognize that formalism can hold only if we consider currently tackled 
mathematical entities like numbers, vectors and so on, as “abbreviation symbols” 
denoting in fact highly complex configurations of an unimaginable number of 
“meaningless signs.”

According to Nicolas Bourbaki himself, the sole addition   “one plus one” operated in 
a strictly formalist way would need thousands and thousands of signs. So imagine 
the number of signs required by simple derivations or integrations operated in a 
formalist way.

Note that Bourbaki does not deny that no human really could handle such 
configurations of signs. 

So formalism has to assume the following hypothesis hard to be assumed. 
“Mathematics is a human-made assembly of meaningless signs humans never had 
handled and never will handle.”

Everyone is free to decide if there is a contradiction or not. 

There is another argument which is very often evoked: Before the occurrence of life 
on earth, so before the existence of humans able to assemble meaningless signs 
according to arbitrary rules and so on, the respective centers of gravity of  three 
stones lying elsewhere on the ground already constituted a triangle with an angular 
sum equal to 180 degrees, and this as the Euclidean special case of the wider 
Riemannian pan-geometry.

This argument often is qualified as caricatural. Personally, I do not see why. As long 
as it seems impossible to prove the consistency of proposals like “mathematics 
considered as human-made assemblies of meaningless signs nevertheless had 
existed before the appearance on Earth of humans able to assemble meaningless 



signs, formalism, in order to counter in turn serious inconsistency, must propose – 
among others –  a second strange hypothesis.

Something like: “The human assembling of meaningless signs according to arbitrary 
rules and so on is automatically projected over all the past, all the future, perhaps 
over eternity.” 

[1.3 Mathematical Platonism v/s constructivism]

Now let us turn to constructivism considered as another alternative to Platonism.

A precursor of constructivism, the German mathematician Kronecker, supposedly 
had said that natural numbers were “made by God.” All the rest would be “human-
made.”

According to the above-mentioned Dutch mathematician Brouwer, a very few number
of mathematical entities and operations are given us by an irreducible “intuition.” 
These fundamental entities and operations would be necessary and sufficient to 
“construct” a great part of what we consider “classically” as mathematics.

On the other hand, any entity belonging to “classical mathematics” but which is not 
reducible to these fundamental entities and operations given by “intuition” should be 
rejected as “non-constructive.”   
   
There are other approaches of constructivism having nevertheless a common 
denominator: mathematics is based on a few number of irreducible, so given things. 
The rest is “constructed” by humans.

Now I think that constructivism facing among others the following two 
counterarguments, is in turn constrained to adopt hyper-complex hypotheses 
perhaps “tacitly accepted” by constructivists, but hard to be defended seriously.
First, to be consistent, actually constructed mathematics must be considered as 
embedded within mathematics remaining potentially to be constructed. And perhaps 
even within non-constructive “classical” mathematics, but the latter point is 
controversial.

You can find a relatively technical statement of the embedding-problem in my paper 
“Scientific Platonism without Metaphysical Presuppositions”, on Philsci Archive.

(http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/11465/)  

Here, a historical example may be more practical.

After about two thousand years of vain attempts to prove directly Euclid's parallel 
postulate, the Italian mathematician Saccheri, at the beginning of the 18th century, 
tried an indirect proof per reductio ad absurdum.

Instead of postulating “Given a line g and a point P not belonging to g, there is one 
and only one line h passing by P while being parallel to g”, he admits the two 
potential negations of Euclid's fifth postulate:

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/11465/


“Given a line g and a point P not belonging to g, there are  at least two lines h1 and 
h2 passing by P while being parallel to g”, 

and  

“Given a line g and a point P not belonging to g, there is no line h passing by P while 
being parallel to g.”

Saccheri is convinced that the replacement of Euclid's parallel postulate by its 
potential negations necessarily leads to an infinity of contradictions, proving indirectly
the validity of the fifth postulate in its initial form.

But in fact, there is no contradiction. Without realizing it, Saccheri had discovered 
non-Euclidean geometry.

And yet, recall that Saccheri, far from trying to “construct” non-Euclidean geometries, 
just wanted to prove the Euclidean parallel postulate.

That what actually prevented Saccheri from executing his project  was the existence 
– long time before its aware discovery – of the Riemannian pan-geometry embedding
the Euclidean geometry. So, in this context, “existence” obviously means “objective 
existence”, an existence being independent from human thought.

Conciliating the embedding-problem with mathematics conceived as human-made 
constructions manifestly requires hypotheses being difficult to defend.

Now, there is another problem for constructivism, a problem closely related to the 
triangle-story hard to conciliate with formalism.
This point also represents a bridge to our approach of the relations between 
mathematics and physics from a Platonist perspective.

Astrophysical observations give us information about the past of our universe. 

Simplifying a bit, we know the state of the explored universe as it was before the 
appearing of humans. It is absolutely reasonable to say that the physical laws 
governing the past of our universe remains identical over time. 

Subsequently, the mathematical language “used” by these laws long before the 
appearing of humans was adequate with regard to the physical reality.

So, if we persist to say that mathematics is constructed by humans – by the human 
brain, the human spirit and so on – we also must postulate that the physical reality 
and  its laws are in turn constructed by humans, by the human brain, the human spirit
and so on.

However, if we share this conception, we also share all the problems encountered by
the so-called “German idealism” going, say from Kant to Hegel.

“German idealism” in turn asserts that in one way or another, the physical reality is 
“constructed” by the human mind.



But from Kant to Hegel, the history of “German idealism” is a succession of 
difficulties, contradictions, controversies leading to new difficulties, new 
contradictions and so on.

Now, what is more credible?

Defending formalism or constructivism at all costs, assuming the above-mentioned 
farfetched hypotheses which, in principle, are not usual within science?

Or:

Simply saying that mathematics objectively exists as well as the material reality?

Of course, intuition – but in philosophy, intuition often is not an adequate reference – 
intuition suggests us that a tangible, material reality accessible to our sensory 
channels is easier to conceive than an immaterial reality.

Nevertheless, note that the philosopher Leibniz asks why the material reality does 
exist, instead of not existing, adding that the material reality also could not exist, 
instead of existing.

So, the apparently banal existence of the material reality is in fact a mystery.

The objective existence of an immaterial mathematical world is in turn a mystery, but 
not more mysterious than the existence of the material reality. 
 
The sole fact that the material reality is – to a certain extent – directly accessible, 
whereas the appropriation of the Platonist mathematical world always requires 
intellectual work, should not represent for scientists, nor for philosophers, a valid 
motivation to deny the existence of the Platonist mathematical world.

[2. From mathematical to scientific Platonism]

[2.1 Current arguments against scientific Platonism and their intrinsic 
difficulties]
  
Now let us turn to scientific Platonism saying that physical phenomena are governed 
by immaterial entities belonging to the Platonist mathematical world. 

The best known argument in favor of scientific Platonism seems to be the so-called 
“indispensability argument” attributed to Quine: Since mathematics is indispensable 
for physical knowledge, it must exist independently from the physical reality.

I think there are better arguments, beginning by revisiting in terms of group theory 
certain arguments currently opposed to scientific Platonism.

Current anti-Platonist arguments say 

 that mathematically expressed physical laws are just idealization



and

 that mathematically expressed physical laws are provisional, imperfect laws.

The forgoing is right. But there is an important issue to consider.

Idealization in physics means – among others – the suppression of perturbing 
factors.
Now, suppressing something concerning a given system means taking the 
considered system out of its context. And taking something out of its context usually 
generates distortion.

And yet, in physics, idealization does not lead to distortion.

Concerning the second point – physical laws to be considered as provisional and so 
as imperfect – of course, every freshman knows that Newtonian physics is 
embedded in Special Relativity, and that  Special Relativity is embedded in General  
Relativity.

Now, considering Newtonian physics without taking into account its special-relativist 
context or considering Special Relativity without taking into account its general-
relativist context, in principle should generate serious distortion within Newtonian 
physics as well as in Special Relativity.
 
And yet, there is no distortion within Newtonian physics, nor in Special Relativity 
considered as such.

The fact that within physics, we can operate partial approaches of a given system 
while remaining distortion-free is highly exceptional, and this exception is founded on 
group theory. 

Indeed, the partial approach of a global system is distortion-free if and only if this 
partial approach is formalized by a mathematical group Gi so that Gi is a subgroup of 
a mathematical group Gi+1  formalizing the global system.

So it is not astonishing that the Galileo-group fundamental within Newtonian physics 
is a subgroup of the Lorentz-Poincaré-group fundamental within Special Relativity, 
whereas the Lorentz-Poincaré-group is a local group of a Riemannian manifold 
forming a transformation group.

Concerning idealization, it would be superfluous to teach a scientific community 
working at a particle-accelerator that idealization, from our present day perspective, 
is a very simple special case of renormalization, knowing that the set of all 
renormalizations forms a group, the renormalization-group.

So, without its group-theoretic foundations, physics would not be what it is.



You can find a more deepened approach of the group-theoric foundations of physics 
in my paper “Group-theoretic Atemporality in Physics and its Boundaries”, on Philsci 
Archive (http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/11984/).

Subsequently, it would be hard – and above all pretentious – to reduce to human 
constructions and so on the insurmountable epistemic difference between physics 
and non-physics, beginning by the extraordinary symmetry between prediction and 
retro-diction being simply unimaginable outside physics.

A scientific community working at a particle-accelerator obviously knows that the 
most interesting particles initially were predicted by the mean of group-theoretic tools,
and this before their actual experimental discovery.
In turn it would be hard to attribute such spectacular physical predictions to 
meaningless signs assembled according to arbitrary rules.  

Absolutely speaking, we just have the following choice: Either we admit that all along 
the history of our universe, the physical laws precede ontologically the phenomena 
expressing those laws. Or, we postulate that physical laws are “generated by chaos.”
In their paper “Genesis of a Pythagorean Universe” everyone knows here, Alexey 
and Lev Burov show all the extent of more than farfetched hypotheses we would 
need in order to defend the second, “chaosogenetic” option.

[2.2 A difficulty of “naturalism” related to the “chaosogenetic” option] 

I still permit myself to add some words about the  intrinsic circularity of the  
“chaosogenetic” option, and this point finally lead us to the great problem 
undermining “naturalism” which nowadays currently is considered as the alternative 
to Platonism.

According to naturalism, mathematics initially emerges from the observation of 
physical phenomena. Thereafter it would be sufficient to idealize and to generalize 
this first draft of mathematics. 

But for to be appropriated to express such a first draft of mathematics, physical 
phenomena cannot behave anyhow. At the contrary, they must approach as well as 
possible mathematics we are supposed to obtain by idealization and generalization 
of the first draft of mathematics expressed by physical phenomena.
So naturalism carries a genuine circularity, and everybody now is free to decide if 
circularity – in principle the thing to be avoided in scientific research and philosophy –
is really an adequate alternative to Platonism.

[3. A final word]

   
Now just a final word. Ultimately, philosophy of science not to be confused with 
science as such is a confrontation of ideas about issues human, until further notice, 
cannot decide definitively. 

Of course, the present communication is directed against dogmatic anti-Platonism. 
But I have not the intention to supersede dogmatically Platonism.

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/11984/


If this presentation bring about some discussion, and also personal reflection, then 
the goal has been achieved.

Now, such a personal reflection is supposed to go further.
Philosophically speaking, the present day big problem hampering the free 
deployment of thought is materialism. 
Sometimes, this materialism is proudly assumed, sometimes present in a more latent
manner.

For most people, materialism seems “evident.”
Intuition – once again “intuition” – suggests us that matter existing objectively, is in all
cases more “solid” than any form of immateriality belonging to “imagination” or at 
least to subjectivity.

However, an honest confrontation with scientific Platonism in turn honestly compared
to its potential alternatives in all cases should show that finally the alleged evidence 
of materialism is false evidence.

The awareness of this point already would be a good thing.   


